Window Films for Existing Glass

window films
and blinds

If you have a problem with existing glass we
can solve it
Over 30 years of solving glazing problems
SOLAR CONTROL FILMS
Reject up to 80% of the sun’s heat keeping your environment cooler. Air
conditioning units need not work as hard to keep you cool, reduce your
energy costs, save money and the environment too.

ANTI GLARE FILMS
Reject up to 94% of the sun’s annoying glare. The ideal solution for
reducing glare on computers and workstations.

SAFETY & SECURITY FILMS
Upgrade existing glass to current European and British Standards. The
ideal solution wherever there is a risk from the dangers of broken or flying
glass.

ANTI BOMB BLAST FILMS
High performance security films for use where there is a high risk from
terrorist attack, riot or extreme weather.

AUTO TINT FILMS
Enhance your car’s appearance while keeping the interior cool and free
from glare. Improves privacy and security.

Window film provides a solution to
the problems caused by existing
glass.
The very latest technology allows
you to save energy and helps you
and the businesses reduce your
carbon footprint.

q Solar Control

CONSERVATORY FILMS
If your conservatory gets too hot or suffers from extreme glare, specialist
films are available for use in the home or commercially. All films help
prevent fading of furniture and fittings by reducing ultra violet
transmission to less than 1%.

q Glare Control
q Safety & Security

PRIVACY FILMS

q Bomb Blast

You can see out when others cannot see in. The ideal solution when you
want to keep prying eyes out. Frosted films are used when total privacy
is required day or night.

q Anti Fade

GRAPHICS & MANIFESTATION FILM

q Privacy
q Energy Saving

Used to help avoid collision with existing glass which is now a legal
requirement. Manifestation dots, squares or bands are used to identify
glass. Custom designs can be created using your own corporate identity.

q Manifestation

ENERGY SAVING FILMS
Specialist energy saving films reduce heat loss by up to 25%. They
reduce your energy costs and help save the environment.

q Graphics
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